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Thanks to the organizers for 
theopportunityto reminisce!

Belval blast furnace 
1965-1990



First VMC calculation 
Simultaneous workof Levesque 
andVerlet in Orsay. France.
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•Used “classic Metropolis” for 
energy, structure and condensate 
fractionof liquid 4He(bosons!)

•McMillan produced important 
physics! Verified that Jastrow 
wavefunction was in reasonable 
quantitative agreement with 
experiment.

•New methods:

•Optimizationof trial function

•Expectations such as 
momentum distribution



• TheILLIAC II was a revolutionary 
super-computer built by theUniversity 
of Illinois that became operational in 
1962.

• First computer to use transistors
• The concept, proposedin 1958, 

pioneeredEmitter-coupled logic(ECL) 
circuitry, pipelining, and transistor 
memory

• ILLIAC II had8192wordsof core 
memory, backedup by 65,536 words of 
storage onmagnetic drums. The core 
memory access time was 1.8to 2 µs. 
The magnetic drum access time was 
8.5ms.[1] A "fast buffer" was also 
provided for storageof short loops and 
intermediate results (similar in concept 
to whatis now calledcache). The "fast 
buffer" access time was 0.25 µs.

r-n Jastrow factor

• McMillan did simulations 
of 32 and 108 atoms

• LJ potential

•
• 5000 steps, 41 different 

runs.
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Projector QMC:50 years ago!

•Mal Kalos and others haddonepreliminary calculationson bosonic 
systems including nuclear systems and helium

•Verlet generalized the workof Alder-Wainwright from hard-spheresto LJ 
with classical molecular dynamics

•Levesque haddonetheoneof first large scale VMD calculations of 
helium4, butMcMillan published first.
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• KLV did an exactcalculation for the energy of256 hard spheres! No  
other calculationsat this scale until the electron gas 8 years later.

• Physical model for liquid and solid helium using a perturbation theory. 
The paper concerned this application,not the algorithm.

KLV put together new QMC techniques
• Drifting, branching, diffusing random walk just likein the DMC 

algorithm. Butan“exact” (no-time step error) algorithm
• Imaginary time was disguised in the inner workings of the code. Only  

the integral formulationis discussed
• Importance sampling, essential for N>>1.
• Discussed thezero variance principleof ProjectorMC
• Population control and bias estimates.
• Scaling addressedby using a cartesian productof spheres and neighbor 

tables.
• Forward walking usedin companion papers.
• generalization from hard spherestoYukawa (for neutron matter) and 

Lennard-Jones (for helium) potentials1975-1980.
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My PhD project: Fermion QMC

Why the12year lag fromMcMillan’s boson calculation for fermions?
Antisymmetry required!

• Slater-Jastrow for a fermion trial wavefunction.

• Wemade the orbitals realto avoid complex arithmetic.
• Is thereanergodic problem? Since nodes divide space, willweget 

stuck?
– No, wefound that walks jump over nodes
– No, all regions are the same.(I didn’t know this until later)

• Too slow? Fermion determinants are O(N3) insteadof O(N).
– Non-uniform transition probability improves convergence.
– Update method for the determinants (the Sherman-Morrison 

formula) allow fast single particle moves.
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• CDC6600
• Batch operating system
• Punch cards, overnight runs, paper output,no 

graphics,no remote access.
• 1200sweeps/hour for128particles
• Saturdayswe owned the computer, handson!

We learned about:
• Determinant sampling
• Inverse updates
• Spins
• Local energy/zero variance
• Biased sampling
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Computer environment in 1975 
Courant Institute, New York University
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Electron gas enters QMCin Paris

• UNIVAC 1108/1110in Paris-
Orsay

• Punch cards
• Overnight batch
• Printouts
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• Ewaldsums
• RPA trial function: no  

optimization necessary!
• Cuspcondition,longrange

Jastrow
Ferromagnetism
Wigner crystal transitions
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Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
Berkeley 1978

• Invented a simplified projection approach for QMC based on 
the master eq. instead of integral approach in GFMC

• Rejection technique to minimize time step errors (from 
earlier work with Smoluchowski Eq. of polymers)

• Used months of CRAY 1 time (“free” standby time)
– E.g. after the Jan 24, 1980 Livermore earthquake

• Working from Berkeley, I talked to MaryAnn Mansigh every 
day–she “vectorized” my new DMC code, ran production 
runs and mailed me output weekly.

T
 (R,t)  H(R,t) f (R,t) (R)(R,t)t
  f (R,t)

t 2  f   2 f ln
T  1 (R)   H

T T  f (R,t)

Evolution = diffusion + drift + branching



MaryAnn Mansigh, BerniAlder 
&Tom Wainwright 1962
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BerniAlder & David Ceperley Jan.1981



Fixed-node & release-node algorithm
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Electron Gas Standard for DFT

• Both fixed-node& releasenodein 2 & 3 dimensions, 
liquids and Wigner crystals

• Properties: energy, errors,1 body density matrix, pair 
correlation, structure function

• About2K of vectorized FORTRAN lines
• Only about50K words of‘core’memory

• Dynamic memory management
• Ensemble read/writtento disknotheldin “core”
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Research at the first QMC meeting
Paris, Dec. 1982

• Helium droplets (nuclear physics model)

• Many fermion GFMC

• Electron gas and hydrogen

• Fock space QMC

• Chemistry

• PIMC for molecules

• F center in molten DCl

• PIMC of hard spheres

• Heisenberg model

• Quantum spin models

• Electron-phonon models

• Lattice Gauge Theory



Applications of DMC followed in 1980’s

Generalized to treat
• small molecules

(Anderson)He-He 
interaction

• Molecular & atomic
hydrogen

• Solid lithium
• Simulation of hydrogen 

without the BO 
approximation

• Muon-catalyzed fusion
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Imaginary Time Path Integrals
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Path Integral Picture

• Each atomis a ring polymer;anexact 
representation of a quantum 
wavepacketin imaginary time.

• Bose paths allow reconnecting 
differently.

• At the superfluid transition a 
“macroscopic” permutation appears.

• Thisis reflectionof bose condensation 
within PIMC.

• NO trial function, only the Hamiltonian

• Fermion path integrals using 
restrictions followedin 1987.
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The Sign Problem

The expression for Fermi particles, suchasHe3, is also easily written down. 
However,in the caseof liquid He3, the effectof the potentialis very hard to 
evaluate quantitativelyin anaccurate manner. The reason for thisis that the 
contributionof a cycleto the sum over permutationsis either positiveor negative 
dependingon whether the cycle hasanoddor even numberof atomsin its length L. 
At very low temperature, the contributionsof cycles suchasL=51 and L=52 are 
very nearly equalbut oppositein sign, and therefore they very nearly cancel.It is 
necessaryto compute the difference between such terms, and this requires very 
careful calculationof eachterm separately. It is very difficult to sumanalternating 
seriesof large terms which are decreasing slowlyin magnitude when a precise 
analytic formula foreachterm is not available. Progress couldbemadein this 
problemif it were possibleto arrange the mathematics describing a Fermi system in 
a way that correspondsto a sumof positive terms. Some such schemes have been 
tried, but the resulting terms appearto bemuch too hardto evaluate even 
qualitatively.
The (explanation)of the superconducting statewasfirst answeredin a convincing 
way by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer. The path integral approach playedno part 
in their analysis, andin fact has never proved useful for degenerate Fermi systems.

Feynman and Hibbs,1965.
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Supercomputers

During the 1970’s and 1980’s I used a variety of supercomputers in 
NYU, Berkeley, Livermore, Sandia, Los Alamos, Bochum Germany, 
NASAAmes; those with unused capacity.

Before1986,supercomputers were primarily locatedatUS

Ceperley
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Supercomputer peak performance

32years

Ceperley

1 second

109
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Release node calculations for the HEG. 

Bottom line is NOT the asymptotic

analysis but: can we do calculation 

with available resources?
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Changes in work

• Unix operating system (1980)

• LATEX 1986

• Internet started being useful in 1980’s
– Sent files to Europe in 1985

• Work from home

– IBM PC in 1985

• Moved to UIUC in 1987

– Open environment

– Lots of students/postdocs/visitors

Ceperley-Martin group reunion,APSMarch1997
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Top reasons why quantum Monte Carlo 

is not widely used (N.B. list from 1995)

12. We need forces, dummy!

11. Try getting O 2 to bind at the variational level.

10. How many graduate students lives have been lost optimizing 

wavefunctions?

9. It is hard to get 0.01 eV accuracy by throwing dice.

8. Most chemical problems have more than 50 electrons.

7. Who thought LDA or HF pseudopotentials would be any good?

6. How many spectra have you seen computed by QMC?

5. QMC is only exact for energies.

4. Multiple determinants. We can't live with them, we can't live 

without them.

3. After all, electrons are fermions.

2. Electrons move.

1. QMC isn't included in Gaussian 90. Who programs anyway?
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Developments in QMC since 1995

• Forces including zero variance zero bias.

• Pseudo potentials

• trial functions: Multi-determinant, backflow, neutral-net 
trial functions, optimization techniques

• QMC Methods: auxiliary field, reptation, coupled-
electron ion MC, restricted Path Integrals

• Methods for Excited states, complex trial functions with 
fixed-phase

• Finite size error corrections, Twist Average Boundary 
Conditions

• Codes: QMCPACK, CASINO, CHAMP, TURBO-RVB…

• Many methods for lattice models.
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Improved Wavefunctions

11. Try getting O 2 to bind at the variational level.

7. Who thought LDA or HF pseudopotentials would be any 
good?

4. Multiple determinants. We can't live with them, we can't 
live without them.

These things have been addressed.



Problems that will be solved

9. It is hard to get 0.01 eV accuracy by throwing dice.

8. Most chemical problems have more than 50 electrons.

Computer time, scaling up of algorithms, software tools 
have been addressed by more capable computers

1. QMC isn't included in Gaussian 90. Who programs 
anyway?

Long term support needed to develop open source 
production and research codes. QMC cannot expand its 
usefulness with the current state of the software. This is 
the surest way to accelerate growth of QMC.

TRSEeXveral codes are noCewperlaeyvailable.
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Technical Problems

12. We need forces, dummy!

10. How many graduate student’s lives have been lost 
optimizing wavefunctions?

8. Most chemical problems have more than 50 electrons.

5. QMC is only exact for energies.

The community has been slow to solve these problems 
and implement them in codes.

They can be solved by systematic, applied math research.

(Very important progress since 1995 in energies and properties)
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Difficult problems

6. How many spectra have you seen computed by QMC?

3. After all, electrons are fermions.

2. Electrons move.

The “sign problem” is a key problem in computational 
physics. Its solution would be a major advance.

The fixed-node method can be very accurate and can be 
improved upon since correlation is built in at the 
beginning. This is a key advantage of QMC.

The “dynamics” problems is hardly touched. Some 
dynamics problems are not too hard (linear-response, 
scattering) Which dynamical methods are hard and 
which are easy?
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Machine learning is great opportunity

• First principles accuracy at empirical potential cost: can 
treat longer length and time scales.

• Bespoke potentials can be tailored to precise conditions and 
ingredients.

• But we need accurate data to construct ML potentials.

• Potentials needed beyond the electronic ground state.

Quantum MC for ML data is a great application

• Lower bias than DFT (i.e. generally higher accuracy).

• Can model exotic quantum states, e.g. superconductivity.

• Continuum basis set (VMC, DMC, PIMC) is better for 
disordered systems, e.g. liquids.

• Naturally parallel



QMC hydrogen database

• Database of 100,000 configurations for 96 protons 

generated with MD and CEIMC.

• Forces from DFT with PBE and vdW functionals

• 20,000 configurations selected for accurate QMC 

calculations (~5.8M data items).

• QMC forces using Chiesa estimator with extrapolated 

electron density

TREX Ceperley

Large-scale publicly accessible database of 

QMC force calculations for dense hydrogen 

enabling more accurate machine-learned 

potentials.

https://qmc-hamm.hub.yt
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Force errors

PBE vdW-DF
PBE vdW-DF

DeePMD

531 meV/A

DeePMD 275 meV/A
MACE

Energy error 

of 96 atoms
MACE

1.0eV

2.3 eV

FN-QMC

model

σ V = 0.01eV

σ F = 77meV/A

Comparisons of Models using the hydrogen database

Cross-validation  

error
in direction out of plane



H
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Wediscovered a new dominant crystal structurewith a higher 
melting temperature! Different from DFT and experiment!
Y. Yang,H. Niu, DMC, S.Jensen,M. Holzmann,C. Pierleoni PRL130,76102,2023.

H2
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Challenges for QMC&ML

• What type of QMC is best? VMC,DMC,RMC?

• How to select configurations? How many?

• What estimator to use for forces? Its bias?

• Need to speed up QMC (speed of data generation)

– Need robust but lightweight QMC

– A simplified trial function

– Minimize wavefunction optimization

• What model to fit to? e.g. 2 level Δ-model.

• How to put physical constraints in the model?

– Long-range properties, e.g. dielectric screening in metal 

phases.

– Dispersion (van der Waals), quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction.

• Quantify errors of the resulting model.
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